
Dear Parents, Players, & Friends of Baseball, 

  

The Core Athletics 2019 program announcement will be presented in three sections.  The 

purpose of this three-section document is to offer parents and players an overview of both 

the philosophy and schedule for the 2019 baseball season.  Before we explore the future of 

Core Athletics we have one assignment.  We must reflect on our baseball experience. 

   

So...let us reflect.  Let us look backwards in order to move forward.  Let us explore the road 

we have traveled.  Let us be thorough and honest.  And within our reflection process 

imagine that there is another option. Core Athletics is prepared to offer that option. And as 

you reflect from your perspective I will share with you ours. 

    

In our reflection process the seven Core Athletics Coaches have drawn from over 200 years 

of baseball and teaching experience.  Almost seven entire lifetimes dedicated to the culture 

of baseball.  It is important to us.  It is woven into the fabric of our being.  We just might be 

crazy.  But it is who we are.  We wake up every morning excited to coach baseball.  And 

what we have learned from our reflection is that it is time for a change.  It is time to do it 

different.  It is time to pick up the mold, smash it and rebuild our own.  It is time to make 

a change that Tyrus Raymond Cobb would be proud of.  A change our grandparents would 

be proud of.  

  

Very simply the change is based on our experience.  Over the past few years we have 

prepared our players to compete in baseball games. Within this preparation we have 

relentlessly emphasized the importance of commitment, accountability, grittiness and work 

ethic.  These vital lessons are learned through healthy competitive baseball and were not 

being exercised to their fullest within the system of the past.  These vital lessons include 

those which can be defined by the physical and mental aspects of baseball execution, but 

these lessons also extend abstractly and infinitely past the field of play and reach deep into 

the heart of the ball player. And in short, we all need to do it better.  We need a new 

system.   

  

We all know that preparation and quality repetitions are necessary throughout the course of 

the entire season.  In our experience the system of the past commonly referred to as 

“travel ball”, “AAU” or “tournament baseball” is not beneficial or productive to the players, 

families or coaches.   The system of the past does not provide our players with the 

opportunity for quality repetitions and thus hinders their ability to learn, mature and 

blossom.  In addition, the system of the past is an unnecessary financial burden, time 

burden and lifestyle burden to the dedicated families of Core Athletics.  There must be a 

better way.    

  

The system of the past is broke.  Everyone sees it.  It is just all most of you have ever 

known.  But it is broke.  There are countless anecdotes of wasted time, wasted money, poor 

officiating, grown adult men encouraging their players to win by 15 runs as soon as 

possible, time limit shortened “games”, young people struggling through freezing 

temperatures, schedule uncertainty and the list continues. Core Athletics has been stuck in 

this broken system for too many years.  However, change is coming.  A change where the 

players experience is priority number one.  A change where we lower the cost by almost 25 

percent.  A change where we eliminate wasted time.  A change where families know their 

baseball schedule in advance.  And ultimately a change where young people can deeply 

enjoy the process of becoming a ball player.    

  

Our reflection and awareness has led us here.  Deep in our baseball conscience is the desire 

to do it better.  And now is the time.  Core Athletics has been blessed with three 



occurrences that make this change a reality. Those three occurrences are a new healthy 

relationship with the wonderful people at the Pittsburgh Indoor Sports Arena (PISA), the 

ability to utilize several baseball fields along the Route 8 corridor and finally the fearless 

willingness to change.    

  

The following three sections are presented to define the 2019 program.  It is simply 

information.  There is nothing to sign.  There is nothing to return.  This document is the 

medium chosen by Core Athletics to help families be aware and understand what Core 

Athletics will look like in the future. Enjoy it.  Embrace it and if you have any questions 

please ask.    

  

  

PURPOSE AND “I WILL” STATEMENTS          

The purpose of Core Athletics is to offer an environment where young people learn to be a 

ball player.  On the surface this purpose may appear simple.  On the surface this purpose 

may appear limited.  On the surface this purpose may appear relatively fruitless. Those of 

us who have been submersed in baseball for a lifetime realize just the opposite.  Within this 

purpose hides trials and triumphs that reveal and enhance the same qualities you will find in 

the character composition of a good student, a good friend and a good family member.    

Below are the “I WILL” Statements that each player, coach and parent will initial upon 

receiving and reviewing their invitation to the program.    

  

PLAYER STATEMENTS  

As a ball player at Core Athletics I will:  

Be at every game.    

Be at every practice.    

Practice on my own.    

Be myself.     

  

COACHES STATEMENTS  

As a coach at Core Athletics I will:  

Be at every game.    

Be at every practice.    

Practice on my own.    

Be myself.    

  

PARENTS STATEMENTS  

As a parent at Core Athletics I will:  

Ensure that my child gets to every practice.    

Ensure that my child gets to every game.      

  

  

2019 SCHEDULE AND CURRICULUM  

It is helpful to view the 2019 practice and game schedule in three waves.  The three waves 

can be generally separated into two-month blocks.  The first block begins late in the month 

of February and continues until the end of March.  This block is commonly referred to as 

“team practice.”  The second block starts in the month of April and continues early into 

the month of May.  This block is referred to as “Spring Training” and is a new venture for 

Core Athletics.  The third block of the season historically referred to by Ted Williams, Bob 

Gibson and Walter Johnson as the baseball season, not the tournament season, will be held 

from the middle of May until the end of July.    

  



Throughout the entire season the Core Athletics coaching staff will be available to work with 

players in a one on one or small group setting.  This time spent with Core Athletics 

coaches will be referred to as “workouts” and are not to be referred to as “lessons”.  It is 

not the responsibility of the coach to provide a lesson it is the responsibility of the player to 

workout.  

  

TEAM PRACTICES  

Team practices during this block will primarily be dedicated to improving offensive individual 

skills, defensive individual skills and the ten physical skills.  The ten physical skills that we 

focus on are Speed, Strength, Power, Flexibility, Agility, Coordination, Balance, Accuracy, 

Endurance and Cardiovascular Endurance.    

  

Offensively players will review and execute hitting mechanics and concepts as well 

as techniques utilized to minimize mental distractions and lead to increased focus.  During 

this block players will hit off the tee, front toss, hit live pitching and take batting practice.    

  

Defensively players will work to increase arm strength.  During this block players will 

implement and execute the Core Athletics Throwing Program (including bull-pen sessions 

when appropriate), the Core Athletics Shoulder Series and the Core Athletics Ten Physical 

Skills Program.  

  

Defensively players will implement and execute Position Specific Practice (PSP).  Players will 

execute their PSP’s to improve their ability to perform tasks such as, but not limited to, 

fielding a back-hand, tagging, fielding a fly ball, blocking baseballs and turning a double 

play.     

  

In addition, players will implement and execute the Core Athletics Ten Physical Skills 

Program.  This program will generally take place during the first thirty minutes of 

practice.  Players are also encouraged to engage in this program on the days that they do 

not have team practice.  

   

  

SPRING TRAINING  

The beautiful facilities at PISA allow Core Athletics to offer this new feature to our 

program.  The month of April and early into the month of May will be spent primarily 

indoors at PISA.  Of course there may be one of those perfect spring days where we elect to 

go outside, but we feel that being inside during this time of year will help offer players a 

more positive and productive learning environment.   

  

Spring Training practices will be dedicated to team offensive and defensive concepts.      

During Spring Training we will offer our teams various avenues of competition.  A few of 

those avenues are found below:  

1. Games played against a non-Core team.  

2. Intra-Squad Games.  

3. Coach Pitch Games.  

4. Front Toss Games  

5. Fungo Game  

Once again players will implement and execute the Core Athletics Ten Physical Skills 

Program and partake in the Core Athletics Throwing Program and Shoulder Series.  This 

program will generally take place during the first thirty minutes of practice.  Players are also 

encouraged to engage in the Ten Physical Skills Program and The Throwing Program on the 

days that they do not have team practice.  In addition, players are encouraged to work 

on any and all of their individual skills outside of practice.  



  

  

BASEBALL SEASON  

Each player will be assigned to a team.  Each team within the program will have their own 

identity. Players will be assigned to a team that best suits their maturity and 

development.  The coaches utilize three criteria to determine where a player fits in the 

program.  Those criteria are:  1. Physical readiness.  2.  Emotional readiness.  3.  Mental 

readiness.    

  

The rosters for all teams will be fluid.  Similar to a Major League Roster, our rosters will be 

subject to change.  This means that players may be asked to play an age group up or asked 

to play with another team within their age group. This fluidity will assist in the discipline 

required to maximize a players’ effort and potential.   

  

Teams will utilize various competitive avenues to broaden and practice their skills.  Those 

avenues may consist of, but are not limited to, intra-squad games, tournament 

play, fungo games, front toss games, games vs opponents, mixed age group games and/or 

coach pitch games.   

    

This concept may best be illustrated with an example.  Let us take a 12-year-old team that 

is in its infancy stages of baseball readiness.  In the past this team would be asked to 

compete in a tournament setting against teams that were ahead of them in all three 

categories mentioned above.  In general, this team would play three innings per game, 

struggle with morale and most importantly learn and experience very little. 

    

Let’s take that same team and plug them into 2019.  It is a Saturday in June.  The team 

shows up for an intra-squad double header at 9:00am.  The game starts at 10:00.  The 

players take batting practice and infield/outfield before the game.  Through the course of 

the game the coaches may get the “L screen” out and play an inning or two of a front toss 

game.  Another option may be for the coach to repeat a play that occurs during the game 

by putting the ball in play using a fungo bat.  Regardless of the type of competition there 

are two objectives.  One, the players are learning, improving and maturing.  And two, the 

players, parents and coaches are enjoying the process the kids are involved in.  

  

On the other hand, we anticipate having teams comprised of players who score fairly 

high on the criteria mentioned above.  Similarly, we will seek out appropriate competition 

for this team.  Local tournaments and out of town tournaments will be a possibility for a 

team such as this.    

  

During the baseball season players will come to team practice.  Team practice during the 

baseball season will consist of the Ten Physical Skills Program, the Core Athletics Throwing 

Program and any material observed during the games that needs attention.  In addition to 

team practice players are asked to hit, throw and sprint on their own.    

  

  

NORTH AMERICAN BASEBALL ALLIANCE COACHES CERTIFICATION PROGRAM  

North American Baseball Alliance (NABA) is a non-profit organization dedicated to 

preserving the integrity of baseball by educating and monitoring coaches.  NABA will offer a 

series of training sessions for prospective coaches.  Coaches who are interested will 

complete the training program and upon completion of the program will be awarded a NABA 

Coaches Certification.  Certified coaches will be implemented throughout the Core Athletics 

Program in two separate facets.  The first facet will involve assisting the current Core 



Coaches in practice sessions.  The second facet involves Certified NABA coaches who will be 

assigned to a Core Athletics Baseball Team and assume the position of Head Coach. 

    

NABA coaches can come in all shapes, sizes and ages.  Moms, dads, grandparents, brothers, 

college interns are all welcome to be a part of the program. The number of players in Core 

Athletics has grown and will continue to grow.  We strive to extend our message to as many 

athletes and coaches as possible.  To extend that message properly and effectively our 

coaching staff must increase.  However, this is a matter that we do not take lightly.  We are 

confident that educated coaches will increase the productivity of practice and allow the Core 

Coaches to help more athletes.    

  

A ball players journey is ongoing.  There is no finished product.  Likewise, the journey of a 

ball players parent is ongoing as well.  We are here to help you both enjoy that 

journey.  The coach/player relationship is heavily dependent on you the parent. And we 

recognize that your continued effort and dedication allow the Core Coaches to do the very 

thing that we love to do.  And for that opportunity we are forever grateful.  So thank you so 

much for getting the kids to the park, for putting batting tee’s in your basements, for 

staying informed, for reading this document, for believing, for all the times you told us 

thank you and in general thank you for your support.  

 


